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Research: Bathtub Beach, a much-loved family-oriented beach in Martin County, was in desperate need of 

renourishment in 2016. Martin County’s Coastal Engineering Department determined a critical window of time in 

which all the many elements required for effective beach nourishment would need to occur. Knowing the beach 

would have to be closed during a popular time of the year and anticipating the potential for the kind of public outcry 

that occurred during previous beach closures, the Department reached out to The Firefly Group to conduct a public 

information campaign. It was important to the Department to provide factual information to the public, advise them 

to stay off the beach for their own safety, and help them to understand why the renourishment construction project 

and temporary beach closure would ultimately result in a better beach for everyone. Firefly knew that the standard 

methods of past communications had failed, and the sensitivity with respect to the popularity of Bathtub Beach 

would require a new, more positive and engaging approach to public outreach and education. Firefly understood the 

importance of creating a brand and iconic element for the project, one that would be endearing and engaging, exude 

happiness, be consistent across all platforms, and be in keeping with the character of Bathtub Beach. This icon 

would then be integrated into a comprehensive public information campaign. 

Objectives: Develop a comprehensive public information campaign that would: create an icon/brand in keeping 

with the character of the beach and resonate with residents; and reduce the number of complaints received by the 

Coastal Engineering Department and the Board of County Commissioners during the construction phase of the 

project to a level deemed acceptable by the Department. 

Implementation: Firefly developed and implemented a comprehensive communications plan that included an 

inventory of stakeholders, key messaging points, timeline, collateral materials development and communications 

vehicles. To be successful in both informing residents and also in allaying concerns that could turn into complaints, 

Firefly understood that an element of fun and light-heartedness would need to be introduced to make the 

construction message more palatable to the public – especially users of the beach. The beloved Bathtub Beach has 

been a favorite beach for generations of residents and visitors. In creating an appropriate icon for its 

communications, Firefly looked for a design that would have a slightly vintage, family-friendly look; have an 

element of play to it to soothe negative feelings about a beach closure; and be attractive and eye-catching across 

many platforms. Bathtub Beach Betty was born---a delightful mermaid with a positive demeanor. Her name is a 



reference to a surfing term, but even those who don’t catch the reference can see Bathtub Beach Betty for what she 

is - a friendly bearer of information about the beach. She became instantly popular! Her image was used on T-shirts 

for workers on the beach as a safety measure: if you don’t have a Beach Betty shirt, you shouldn’t be on the beach, 

for your own safety. She appeared on road signs as people approached the beach so they would be aware of the 

beach closing and construction activities; and Bathtub Beach Betty directed them to other nearby beaches. She had a 

prominent place on all website and Facebook communications. She was used on the internal newsletters of gated 

communities near the beach to keep the neighbors informed about each stage of the project. Bathtub Beach Betty 

even had her own business cards so residents and visitors could pick one up at beach-related businesses and know 

how to get access to the latest information on the re-nourishment project. Bathtub Beach Betty appeared to be 

everywhere - and she got noticed. She of course appeared, in triumph, at the grand re-opening of the beach. With 

such a distinct, visually appealing and easily identifiable icon, the public outreach and education campaign resonated 

with people of all ages throughout the community. She was the official face and brand identity for a well-

constructed communications plan with a singular message continuously updated on web sites related to the project, 

on social media, in communications with distinct neighborhood groups most affected by the project, and in 

traditional media. 

Evaluation: The Martin County Coastal Engineering Department reported no angry calls, no angry letters to the 

editor, no harassing calls to County Commissioners, and only one person over a three-month period speaking out 

against the pace of the project. For the Department and elected officials, the campaign was a phenomenal success. 

Bathtub Beach Betty has proved so popular that the County has decided to use her in future beach re-nourishment 

communications. It is not only Bathtub Beach Betty who is a success, of course; it is the underlying communications 

strategies that identified the need for a positive approach to achieve positive results.  In just a five month 

construction phase period (February to June 2016) there were eight media placements, 1500 organic likes of the 

Facebook page, and a total reach of 5640 impressions on the Bathtub Beach Betty Facebook page. 

Budget: Graphic design and website: $4300; Printing: $500; Signage: $1000; t-shirts: $883; Photograph: $2000; 

Staff time: 232 hours over 6 months. 


